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WITHOUT DUAL CLUTCH

TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY,

YOU’RE JUST GETTING LEFT BEHIND. 

Maybe it’s the fact that in the time you read this, a Dual Clutch Transmission could switch gears 40,000 

times. Perhaps it’s the fact that DCTs appeal to more buyers by combining impressive fuel-economy, 

the smooth ride of an automatic and the speed of a manual. It could be the fact that leading clutch 

suppliers estimate they’ll quadruple DCT sales by 2014. Or maybe it’s the fact that by 2015, 10% of all 

passenger cars will have them.

DCTFACTS.COM gives you endless reasons to believe that DCTs are the future generation

of transmissions. And the more you know about them, the further ahead you’ll get.
DCTFACTS.COM
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Bosch worldwide. 

Innovative solutions 
to improve quality of life.

As an international leader in technology and services, Bosch is com-

mitted to improving quality of life. That is what Bosch employs 283,500 

people to do, why it invests some 3.8 billion euros annually in research 

and development, and why it applies for over 3,800 patents per year. 

The resulting innovative Bosch products and solutions have one  thing 

in common: they make people’s lives a little better each day. More in-

formation at: www.bosch.com
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Long live the internal
combustion engine!

This latest issue of Automotive Design is

dominated by one theme: the internal

combustion engine in all its guises, petrol 

and diesel.

Doom-mongers have been prophesying its

demise ever since the latest generation of

electric vehicles (EVs) started to appear at

motor shows around the world.

But at Frankfurt (the IAA Motor Show), 

I detected a change in the atmosphere, as developments to 

the internal combustion engine start to deliver fuel economy

improvements that would have been unthinkable five years ago,

never mind ten.

And those improvements aren’t restricted to eco-friendly,

down-sized engines, such as Ford’s new one-litre EcoBoost 

or Kia’s similarly three-cylindered diesel, either.

Audi has shown off its ‘cylinder on demand’ V8 that it will 

share with Bentley, proving you don’t have to wear a hair shirt 

to be green.

There’s a school of thought that liquid-powered vehicles will

continue to dominate our roads for the next century, never mind

the next couple of decades. And when you get the chairman of

Bosch, Franz Fehrenbach, saying: “… there is no immediate

likelihood of electric cars flooding on to the streets” and that he

doesn’t expect government incentives or intervention “until the

middle of the next decade”, then isn’t it time to start questioning

wholesale vehicle electrification?

By 2025, we could be looking at fleet averages of 3l/100kms

for petrol and 2.6l/100kms for diesel. Developing these

technologies won’t come cheaply. But at a time of financial 

global duress – and how long is it going to take before we see 

a real recovery? – it will still be cheaper and far less disruptive 

than ramping up electricity generation for EVs.

KSPG’s Eduard Köhler told me that he considered range

extenders as “a bridge” to EVs; the trouble is, no one has any 

idea how long that bridge needs to be or, indeed, what lies on 

the other bank.

Going by the evidence I saw at Frankfurt, the internal

combustion engine has plenty of life left in it yet.

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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News

Scalextric-style recharging as you race, super-

high energy-density batteries and miniaturised

jet engines to replace costly battery capacity –

these are just a few of the innovations

demonstrating that electric and hybrid vehicles

are once again raising their game and

determined to overcome their perceived

drawbacks. 

All these developments, along with a series

of hybrid innovations and new-project

presentations, appeared at September’s

LCV2011, the UK’s premier trade showcase for

low-carbon vehicles and systems.

Leading the pack, in terms of its public

profile, was Gordon Murray Design’s T27, the

electric version of Murray’s low-cost 1+2 seater

city car. Boasting an efficiency rating of 71

Wh/km, the T27 stands alone, claims Neil

Cheesman of Zytek, GMD’s drivetrain partner, as

no other vehicle had been homologated with a

value below 100 Wh/km. Key to this efficiency,

he says, were the simplicity of the air-cooled 12

kWh battery pack and the decision to go for a

light, high-revving motor – a selection made

from a matrix of 17 possible motor options.

Gordon Murray himself stressed the

importance to the T27 project of lightweighting.

Though each kilo saved cost between €3 and

€9, the lower weight enabled a smaller – and

therefore lighter – traction battery to be fitted,

each kilo reduction saving €23 on the cost of the

battery, itself approximately half the cost of the

whole vehicle. Three companies were interested

in taking out a licence to build the T27 and its

gasoline sibling, the T25, said Murray, with one

based in the UK.

Ideal internal combustion engine

Positioning itself as a cost-effective substitute

for expensive, long-range battery capacity is the

Bladon jet, a miniaturised axial flow gas turbine

range extender, which, says managing director

Paul Barrett, could save 100kg in battery mass.

Describing the 75mm diameter gas turbine, with

its single moving part and continuous

combustion process, as the ideal internal

combustion engine, Barrett claims it had 20

times the power density of a piston engine and

up to 68% thermal efficiency, as well as clean

emissions and a multi-fuel capability. 

Bladon is now linking the jet to a switched

reluctance generator, running in air bearings,

with a power turbine able to step the motor’s

95,000 rpm down to the maximum of 60,000

tolerated by the generator.

Offering the possibility of dispensing with

large traction batteries altogether is a project by

HaloIPT, an innovator in inductive power transfer

for wireless recharging. In partnership with

Drayson Racing Technologies, HaloIPT is

proposing to fit racing circuits with transmitters,

buried under the track surface: the racing cars

will pick up their power wirelessly as they drive

round, presenting the possibility of long-distance

races for electric vehicles, without the need for

pit stops to recharge or swap batteries. 

Scaling up

The opportunities for road-going EVs would be

significant, too, opening up the potential for

unlimited zero-emission range, if sufficient

charging loops were built into the roads

infrastructure. This so-called ‘Scalextric’

arrangement – nicknamed after the well-known

electric slot-car racing game – is, in many ways,

the ideal EV scenario, taking the cost of the

battery out of the vehicle and making EVs much

more affordable. 

Battery systems supplier Axeon is

remaining tight-lipped about a new cell

configuration it has devised for a forthcoming

electric supercar; rumours in the industry

suggest that the new battery can pack the

exceptional energy density of 5.000 Wh/kg. This

compares with up to 300 Wh/kg for regular

lithium ion arrays and just 80Wh/kg for the

NiMH set-up used in the Toyota Prius. The car in

question could be the French Exagon Furtive

eGT, which also previews the new multi-speed

transmission from Vocis/Graziano.

EV ideas get fast forward
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While Gordon Murray contends that multiple speeds are unnecessary for his

T27 city commuter car, there is an emerging consensus that, for faster out-

of-town EVs, two or more gear ratios provide major benefits to acceleration,

top speed and driving range. In light commercial EVs, a two-speed

transmission is able to boost payload and gradeability, without compromising

range, and Vocis Driveline Controls is now demonstrating a clever system in

an electric minibus that is able to shift gears, without a conventional clutch.

More recently, Vocis has announced an even more ingenious four-speed

transmission for EVs, again avoiding the use of clutches. The driveline has a

radically different architecture: it uses twin electric motors, each feeding one

end of an input shaft, divided in the middle. In layout, it is much like a dual

clutch gearbox, but without the clutches; the drive is taken off the centre of

the output shaft. 

The transmission’s operation is much like a DCT, too, with the next ratio

pre-engaged, in preparation for the following shift; the motors are able to

speed up or slow down the gear pairs, so as to eliminate shift shock and

torque interrupt. “The concept is eminently scalable,” says Mike Everitt,

managing director of Vocis. “It’s set for four speeds at the moment, but it

could easily be three or six.”

The smaller electric motors are helpful, in terms of packaging, and

the performance statistics of the transmission’s first application, the

French Exagon Furtive eGT supercar, are impressive. Top speed is set at

250 km/h, 100 km/h is reached from rest in 3.5 seconds and maximum

range is 402 km.

At the opposite end of the scale is Morgan’s programme to produce a

simple, lightweight rear-drive electric sports car. The axial flux electric motor

is packaged in the transmission tunnel, ahead of the clutch and a standard

five-speed manual gearbox. “The emphasis is on fun,” says Neil Cheeseman,

engineering programme manager for driveline supplier Zytek. “As it’s an

electric motor, you don’t need to use the clutch for starting or stopping, but

you do dip it to shift gears.”

A further advantage of this arrangement, says Cheeseman, is that the

driveline does not have to be dimensioned to cope with the high loadings of

“idiot starts” performed by over-zealous drivers. “Maximum torque is from

zero rpm, so you don’t need to rev it and sidestep the clutch for a fast start.”

More speeds for EVs
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News in brief

Lightweight disc brakes
Fixed caliper brakes that are 1.5Kgs lighter

per wheel have been developed by

Continental for medium-sized cars. The

aluminium monobloc calipers feature drawn

brake pads that Continental maintains are

less susceptible to squeal than fixed

calipers.

Vibration-immune

gyroscope
Analog Devices has launched its

ADXRS800 iMEMS gyroscope, featuring a

patented differential quad-beam

architecture, designed to minimise the

influence of linear shock and vibration.

Qualified for automotive safety

applications, the ADXRS800 is, claims

Analog, the most stable, vibration-immune

automotive-grade gyro available, while a

continuous electro-mechanical self-test

feature ensures the integrity of the gyro

output signal.

Connected cars – huge

growth
The world market for connected cars will

see 650% growth – from 5.4 million units in

2010 to exceed 40.5 million unit sales in

2017, according to IMS Research.

Nearly 60% of consumers want a

connected system in their next car and

almost half of consumers would be willing

to pay up to €10 a month for connected

services.

Robot mimics human

interface
Germany’s Weiss Umwelttechnik and

Battenburg Robotic have joined forces to

produce the world’s first climatic test

chamber with an integrated robot arm.

The WK BM 1000 chamber allows interior

components producers to discover how

well these components operate in

temperatures ranging from -40°C to +85°C,

and humidity conditions and fluctuations.

The robot is used to simulate how a human

arm would use the component being

tested.

Autotex Soft Touch
With a fine flat matt or silky finish, this new

material has been developed to provide a

soft tactile finish, combined with resistance

to surface wear and abrasion, and a wide

range of chemicals and solvents.

Designing a clean-sheet engine for a new

British supercar sounds like a perfect

commission, but, as Ricardo has revealed,

designing, testing and building the V8 for the

McLaren MP4-12C wasn't entirely

straightforward.

McLaren provided an initial brief, which

stipulated a turbocharged V8, four-valve

configuration and a 3.8-litre swept volume, but

the precise design, testing, sourcing and

production was down to Ricardo. With vehicle

development well ahead of the engine, Ricardo

had just 18 months to complete the

programme and initially used its expertise in

computer-aided engine design to complete a

prototype design. But when these units first

ran on a test bed, there were unforeseen

problems that needed further refinement, in

order to solve them. 

Chief amongst these were cracking of the

top-hung, aluminium cylinder liners, which

required non-linear analysis of the contact

areas between the cylinder block and liners to

effect a redesign. Another area of concern was

high cylinder-head temperatures around the

exhaust valve, which also called for a

comprehensive rethink of the cooling

passages, using data gained from finite

element analysis. Similarly, the high speed of

the engine –  it revs to 9,000rpm – meant

early problems when keeping the cam profile

in contact with the cam followers at peak revs.

To counteract this spring surge, Ricardo had to

return to the drawing board to redesign the

valve springs and cam profiles, so as to ensure

full contact throughout the entire rev range.

The 90-degree, dry-sump V8 uses two

turbochargers to boost its performance to

441kW and 600Nm, while delivering class-

leading CO2 emissions of 279g/km in the EU

Combined cycle; Ricardo claims it is the

world’s greenest supercar engine. Other

features include a remarkably low centre of

gravity, with ancillaries mounted low on the

engine block and just 11.9cms between the

crankshaft centre line and the road. 

The project has created 40-plus jobs at

Ricardo, with more in the supply chain. The

engine will be built by a single shift of 17

specialists and supervisors, who will assemble

the V8 at a rate of one every 45 minutes, up to

a maximum capacity of 2,000 a year. The 

new engine build facility spans 604sq m and

Ricardo claims it could double production, if

necessary, with space on site for up to two

similar facilities.

Smart plastic wheels debut 

Launched as a joint project between Daimler and BASF, smart forvision is a concept that

combines both companies’ ideas for future electric mobility, combining five new technical

concepts.

The smart forvision features energy-efficient solutions, such as power-generating solar

cells, based on organic chemical dyes on the roof, combined with energy-saving organic

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).

All-plastic wheels that

are 30% lighter than steel

ones, made from BASF’s

Ultramid Structure, are used

for the first time on a road

car. To keep the cabin

temperature in check and

reduce the amount of time it

takes to heat up or cool down,

the smart forvision employs

innovative materials, such as

polymer films in the windows

to reflect thermal radiation,

and high-performance

insulating materials.

Ricardo embraces supercar
engine challenge

September/October 2011
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“Kia’s philosophy was to make the best CO2 car

in the world, emitting just 85 g/Kms,” explains

Joachim Hahn, Kia’s manager of powertrain

engineering. And, with its new 1.1-litre, three-

cylinder engine, it has achieved that, even

beating smart’s 800cc diesel Fourtwo Coupé.

Jointly engineered by teams in Russelsheim

and Namyang, Korea, the three-cylinder

develops 55kW and 170Nm; the 85 g/Kms is

delivered in the EcoDynamics model, which is

equipped with ISG, various additional emissions-

reducing measures, including a drag-reducing

front grille and rear spoiler, low-rolling

resistance tyres, a shift-up gear indicator and a

36Kgs reduction in kerb weight to 1080Kgs.

Unlike Ford and VW, with their three-

cylinder engines, Kia has opted to retain a

balancer shaft, although Hahn explains it has an

optimised profile to avoid any splashing losses,

leading to a 30% reduction in the specific drag

torque of the balancer shaft. 

“We’re always looking at if we can remove

the balancer shaft, because, although it

improves NVH, we don’t like balancer shafts. If

you look at our petrol three-cylinder, we decided

not to use the balancer shaft, because the

moving masses are lower than on a diesel.”

Kia has also done much to reduce internal

losses. “Using different materials enables us to

keep the same opening force for the valves, but

reduce the force when the valve is open.”

The turbocharger is integrated directly into

the exhaust manifold for optimum flow, allowing

more design freedom of the ports, now the

flange is missing. It also reduces thermo-

dynamic losses and, by boosting at 0.7 bar, the

engine delivers 170Nm at just 1,500rpm.

Rather than adopt any radical solutions for

the engine, Hahn explains that detailed

optimisation of the piston crown and combustion

chamber, cylinder head, tappets and cooling

circuit, with fine tuning of its laminar and

turbulent flows, had all contributed to the

engine’s overall efficiency.

Kia’s smart efficiency

High-performance
radar combines
functions

Analog Devices has introduced an affordable,

high-performance, radar AFE (analogue front-

end) IC. The six-channel AD8283 is AEC-Q100

qualified and operates over the -40˚C to

+105˚C automotive temperature range. 

The new device allows a radar system to

receive a higher number of transmitted signals

and decode them for target identification and

classification. 

This translates to more time on target,

which improves the radar’s ability to resolve

the approximate size of the target.

The AD8283 integrates a 12-bit, 80-MSPS

(million samples per second) A/D converter

with  67-dB SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) and 68-

dB SFDR (spurious-free dynamic range). It

features on-chip signal conditioning, including

a programmable-gain amplifier, low-noise

amplifier, and a programmable, third-order,

low-pass elliptic filter. 

The AD8283 is gain-programmable via an

SPI port in 6-dB steps from 16 dB to 34 dB and

has <3.5nV/rtHz input-referred voltage noise at

maximum gain. 
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Mercedes-Benz has revealed a new form of automotive hydrogen storage

and battery technology in its futuristic F125! concept, a fuel-cell powered

limousine, which debuted at the Frankfurt Show. The F125!’s hydrogen fuel

tank is integrated into the vehicle’s structure by using metal-organic

frameworks (MOR) – crystalline compounds, comprising metal ions. The

F125! also uses a 10kWh lithium-sulphur battery, an experimental

technology that potentially offers almost twice the energy density of

current lithium-ion batteries. 

MOR hydrogen storage is one of the most interesting technologies, as

it offers a number of benefits over the current industry norm of gaseous

hydrogen storage, at pressures of up to 700Bar in spun carbon-fibre and

aluminium tanks. In MOR storage, gaseous hydrogen molecules are

transferred on to the MOR’s surface (adsorbed) at ambient temperatures

and relatively low pressures of 20 to 30Bar. The advantages are that

hydrogen densities are greater than that of gaseous storage and yet don’t

have the packaging problems associated with high-pressure tanks, which

require rounded shapes. 

MOR storage densities approach that of cryogenic liquid hydrogen

storage, which requires sophisticated flasks to maintain extremely low

temperatures (- 253°C), yet still suffer a continual boil-off of fuel. MOR

storage also demands little energy to release the hydrogen fuel, unlike

storage in metal hydrides. 

Mercedes says its MOR storage offers an inner surface of up to

10,000m²/g on which to store fuel. The F125! carries about 7.5kg of

hydrogen, capable of giving it a range in excess of 1,000Kms between

refuelling stops. The company also claims MOR storage can be adapted to

store relatively high pressures up to 80Bar and low temperature (about -

196°C) fuels, but its main advantage is its need for smaller and more

flexible installation space, which allows more freedom in vehicle design,

with the tank being used as a stressed structural member. 

The technology is being followed by the motor industry and the US

Department of Energy (DoE) with interest, although it is still at an early

stage in development, and none of the proposed MOR classes have yet met

the tight requirements laid down by the DoE for capacity, refuelling times,

refuelling life and operating temperatures. 

There are also concerns about vehicle crash safety, although the

F125!’s hydrogen tank is buried deep and low within the vehicle’s hybrid

bodyshell, which is made of fibre-reinforced plastics, carbon fibre,

aluminium and high-strength steels. 

The lithium-sulphur battery is even more ‘blue sky’ than the fuel tank;

and Mercedes designers worked on the assumption that such batteries will

be capable of doubling current energy densities to about 350Wh per kg in

the decade before the F125! would be proposed for production. While low-

cost and high-energy densities are undoubted benefits of these batteries,

there are still massive hurdles to cross, with the solubility of the sulphur

compounds into the electrolyte causing a limited life.

Mercedes-Benz F125! concept 
reveals its inner secrets
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Volvo is downsizing its engines to four cylinders and two litres by

2014, in the interests of reducing exhaust emissions and helping

to counteract climate change. 

The company is planning to use these new four-cylinder units

in its Scaleable Platform Architecture (SPA), which will underpin

all future Volvo models, except the small project that might be

based on a model from its Chinese owner Geeley, with a three-

cylinder based on the new four-cylinder block.

“It’s time to stop counting cylinders,” comments Peter

Mertens, Volvo’s r&d chief, stating: “Downsized engines can go

hand-in-hand with our customers’ expectations on luxury and

driving pleasure.”

Mertens points out that, by dropping the current options of

six- and eight-cylinder engines, Volvo can optimise the SPA

platform around a compact four-cylinder unit, and reduce the

weight, size and front overhangs of the current Volvo range. “We

can make vehicles which are between 100 and 150kg lighter than

our current range,” he asserts. The new engine range will share

40% of parts between petrol and diesel derivatives, and will

eventually replace the current range of four-, five-, six- and eight-

cylinder units. Volvo is planning to build its new engine at its

existing plant in Skövde, Sweden, although it may still opt to

source parts – and possibly entire engines – from China. It has not

disclosed whom it will work with on the new-generation engines

or likely production quantities.

The units will be available in a variety of power outputs, using

turbochargers, hybrid drive or a new flywheel technology, based

on the Formula One Kinetic Energy Recovery (Kers) system. 

This is likely to be based on a mechanical carbon-fibre

flywheel, which spins up to 60,000rpm and recovers braking

energy, which can then be released to accelerate the vehicle or

maintain its cruising speed. 

“It’s capable of adding 52 to 59kW, with fuel consumption

gains of up to 20%,” Mertens concludes. 

Volvo downsizes engines in battle
against emissions
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New generation of 
lambda sensors
Bosch has launched its latest smaller and more robust lambda sensor,  the

LSF Xfour, which succeeds the LSF4.2 switching-type sensor. The new

lambda sensor’s measurement accuracy has been improved. In addition, it

responds faster following a cold start.

Compared with the LSF4.2, it takes half as much time to reach control

mode following engine start. This significantly reduces the amount of time

in which the engine’s emissions are uncontrolled. Combined with greater

measurement accuracy, this will make it easier to comply with future

exhaust standards. In addition, environmental impact is reduced. As overall

length is shorter, the installation space needed for the entire sensor

assembly has been significantly reduced, while increasing temperature

resistance at the same time. As a result, there is greater choice when

deciding where to install it in a passenger car’s exhaust tract. All variants

of the sensor element can be equipped with a thermal shock protective

coating as an option. This improves the sensor’s resistance to

condensation in the exhaust tract, following a cold start.

Upstream of the catalytic converter, and occasionally downstream of

it, the lambda sensor measures the oxygen content in the exhaust. This is

an indicator of combustion quality. For one kilogramme of gasoline to be

burned completely, roughly 14.7 kilogrammes of air are needed. The ratio

of the mixture in the combustion chamber to the optimum mixture is

known as lambda. Conventional gasoline combustion processes ideally

operate at a setting of ‘lambda equals one.’ If lambda is smaller than one,

the mixture is rich, with too little oxygen. If the ratio is greater than one,

combustion is lean, with an excess of oxygen. This is the case with diesel

engines, for example, or lean-burn gasoline engines. 

The switching-type sensor, which delivers an abrupt sensor signal

when it detects a transition from a lean to a rich mixture, allows the

optimum stoichiometric air-fuel mixture (ë = 1) to be set precisely.

www.automotivedesign.eu.com 11
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News

Audi and Bentley engineers have co-operated in the development of an

all-new, highly compact V8 engine that will see service in Audi’s S6, S6

Avant, S7 Sportback and S8 in 2012, and a unique Bentley version for the

Continental GT scheduled, to be revealed at the Detroit show in January

next year.

The 4.0-litre twin-turbo V8 features cylinder deactivation, turning it

into a V4 under light load, using experience gained by Bentley engineers

during the development of the latest Mulsanne V8. This lowers fuel

consumption, according to the NEDC test cycle, by about 5% and reduces

emissions by approximately 10 to 12 g/Kms of CO2. Add to this the effect

of the engine start-stop system – fitted in the Audi S models – and the

reduction in emissions can be as high as 24 g/mile of CO2. At 80Km/h, for

instance, the gain in efficiency on all ‘S’ models is 12% and, even at

128Km/h, a 7% saving is attainable. 

Michael Dick, Audi’s head of technical development, suggests that

American drivers might benefit from fuel savings as high as 11.5% over

the outgoing engines.The fuel savings for Bentley are even more dramatic,

at 40% over the W12 engine, according to director powertrain, chassis

and motorsport, Brian Gush.

Two versions of the V8 engine will be launched: with an output of

313kW, and a maximum torque of 549Nm and 388kW and 649Nm torque.

Bentley will reveal its figures later in the year.

Cylinders are deactivated, if the load on the engine is low. The upper

limit for the deactivation to take effect, depending on engine speed, is

between about 25-40% of maximum torque: around 120Nm-250Nm. In

this operating range, the mean effective pressure rises to eight bar.

Coolant temperature must be at least 30°C and third gear or higher

selected, with the engine running at between 960-3,500 rpm. 

If these conditions are met, the system closes the inlet and

exhaust valves of two cylinders on each bank. The V8 continues

to run as a V4 with a regular firing order, but with the mixture in

only two cylinders, instead of four, being ignited on each

crankshaft revolution. 

Instead of 1 – 5 – 4 – 8 – 6 – 3 – 7 – 2, the firing order

is then 1 – 4 – 6 – 7; efficiency in the active cylinders is

increased, because the operating points are displaced

toward higher loads.

In the deactivated cylinders, the pistons

continue to move, because they are being driven

by the crankshaft; before the valves close, the

combustion chambers are filled with fresh air,

with the fuel injection and ignition shut down.

This intake of air lowers cylinder pressure acting

as an air spring, effectively reducing the energy

needed to move the pistons – an important

factor for increased efficiency.

“Bentley had a running start on this,” explains

Gush, adding: “We have a team of calibrators that are

specialists in cylinder deactivation with Bosch and they

worked with Audi to establish a workshop for them.” Gush

would not confirm if Bentley’s W12 could, one day, switch

itself to a W6 on demand. Bentley’s engines will be

assembled alongside Audi’s, but given Bentley’s identity at

Crewe, adds Gush.

To ensure smooth running as a V4, switchable electronic

active engine mounts are used on an Audi for the first time,

while Active Noise Control in the cabin disguises any intrusive

engine noise. Bentley, says Gush, has developed its own

strategy for ANC, which will be revealed later.

Meanwhile, Volkswagen has announced the world’s first use

of cylinder deactivation on a four-cylinder unit, which will debut on

its 1.4-litre TSI unit early next year. The aim is to reduce fuel consumption

in low and medium load conditions by shutting off two cylinders. The

company claims the inaugural system is capable of reducing consumption

by 0.4-litres/100km in the NEDC Combined cycle and, when combined

with a stop-start fuel economy, benefits rise to 0.6-litres/100km. 

These savings are claimed to help the unit fulfil the forthcoming EU6

emissions standards. Dr Rudolf Krebs, VW’s chief officer for electric

traction, says he is particularly pleased with the system, which he

describes as “virtually undetectable”. 

States Dr Ulrich Hackenburg, Volkswagen’s research and

development director: “Cylinder deactivation is difficult, but the more

cylinders you have, the easier it is.” 

He does not rule out the use of cylinder deactivation on engines with

fewer than four cylinders, such as the prototype three-cylinder turbodiesel

unit on the XL1 super-economy car, which was confirmed for production

at the Frankfurt show. 

“On this engine, we use the electric motor to compensate for the

vibration,” he says, explaining that the electric motor drives the car up to

an engine equivalent speed of about 1,400rpm, to avoid the engine

running in periods where noise, vibration and harshness would be

unacceptable. Although the XL1’s system is used with an entire engine

shut off, rather than cylinder deactivation, Hackenburg doesn’t exclude its

use in future cylinder deactivation projects. 

Cylinder on demand
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Automotive Solutions

Headlights are unique design elements giving identity to auto-

mobiles and their manufacturers. And of course that is why

designers focus on brand-driven design.

The world-wide unique Docter Optics                        glass

molding technology has been the choice of preference for

the production of standard optical glass lenses for years.

The recent enhancement now supports also complex lens

geometries to project the USP of your dedicated brand.

Docter Optics, the international market and technology leader

for aspheres, arrays and free-form lenses for projection head-

lights, can help you design the vehicles of tomorrow. Sounds

interesting? If so, contact us today.

www.docteroptics.com

Free-form lenses from Docter Optics give

creative freedom – for LED, HID or halogen headlights.

Automotive-Designers

Turning Ideas into Components
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CVSanjay Ravi 

Sanjay Ravi is responsible for Microsoft’s global industry marketing strategy for

the high tech & electronics, automotive & industrial equipment and aerospace

vertical industries.

Prior to joining Microsoft, Ravi was the vice president of industry marketing at

i2 Technologies, where he was responsible for the industry sales & marketing,

strategy and solutions across high-tech consumer electronics,

telecommunications and consumer goods verticals. During his tenure at i2, he

led several global supply chain initiatives within various Fortune 500 companies

in the high-tech electronics and semiconductor verticals. He has more than 

15 years’ experience in the manufacturing industry. Prior to i2, he worked in the

automotive and industrial manufacturing industry. 

He holds a Master of Science degree in manufacturing systems engineering

from Syracuse University and a Bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering

from the Indian Institute of Technology (I.I.T.) Madras.
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“The days of separate in-country or project-specific data

centres are numbered. They are often high cost, less

adaptable to change and less agile when it comes to the

deployment of new technology.”
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I
ts name may not be the best

descriptor, but the whole point

of ‘The Cloud’ is to deliver

clarity and transparency. In

essence, it is a means of

storing, sharing and deploying data of

all types on a single infrastructure,

which is immune to geographical and

technical constraints. This may

already be familiar to most, but it is

only recently, due to the current

economic climate, that its real value is

becoming apparent.

“One thing is common in all tiers

in the automotive industry,” states

Sanjay Ravi, managing director,

worldwide discrete manufacturing

industry for Microsoft, “and that is the

high levels of uncertainty. In the past,

companies were happy making five-

year forecasts, which often changed

very little. However, in the electronics

industry, a couple of months is the

norm... and we are now seeing this

happening in the automotive industry.

As well as the uncertain economic

climate, the other primary driver is the

evolution and development of new

markets. This is especially true of

design, development and

manufacturing operations that flourish

and become the model or the hub for

other worldwide operations.

Secure collaboration

“As companies spread across the

globe, they need very high levels of

secure collaboration, in order to

empower local personnel,” he

continues, “and what we are doing is

working with leading OEMs to help

them drive the development of global

solutions. This is why we have

developed a reference architecture

framework to help address these

needs.”

The framework to which Ravi is

alluding defines six key themes to

guide this development: natural user

interfaces, role-based productivity

and insights, social business,

dynamic value networks, smart

connected devices, and security-

enhanced, scalable and adaptive

infrastructure.

“Natural user interfaces deals with

the human-machine interaction,” he

explains, “such as gesture-based

control and motion capture, and

Microsoft is working with partners in

both manufacturing and design (CAD)

to develop this beyond games-

console capabilities. Role-based

productivity is the blurring of

boundaries between departments,

enabling inter-departmental work to

happen securely, in real time, in the

virtual world. The social business

element of the framework is to do

with interaction and communication

within the company – with suppliers

and consumers.

“Dynamic value networks are vital,

primarily due to outsourcing,” Ravi

continues. “Value chains continue to

grow in complexity and scale, as

manufacturers expand into emerging

market countries to tap local talent

and new opportunities. So companies

Automotive Design Interview

September/October 2011

The future
is in The

Cloud
‘The Cloud’ is on almost everyone's lips. Many

understand the concept, while the advantages it offers to

the automotive industry are quickly becoming more

transparent. Mark Fletcher speaks to Sanjay Ravi,

managing director, worldwide discrete manufacturing

industry for Microsoft, to see what the industry giant 

has in store for us
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must ensure their operations in far-

flung locations run smoothly.

“Smart connected devices is

where the automotive industry can

see some of the most obvious

benefits,” he elaborates. “By 2014,

the automotive industry will be

manufacturing the third fastest

growing connected consumer devices

after ‘phones and tablets. We are

expecting to see 150-160 million new

devices over the next four years.”

The new world

The other area, the final theme of the

framework and the one that exploits

The Cloud concept most obviously, 

is security enhanced, scalable and

adaptive infrastructure. Ravi explains:

“The days of separate in-country or

project-specific data centres are

numbered. They are often high cost,

less adaptable to change and less

agile when it comes to the

deployment of new technology. 

In the '’new world’, and this is

especially true in the automotive

industry, what we will see is a global

platform deployed in The Cloud,

which will exhibit the elasticity

needed to adapt the change and

shorter project stage gates. “With this

scalable platform, users will no longer

see extensive investment in new

computing hardware infrastructure as

a hindrance to innovation. Many

companies are reluctant to take new,

maybe tentative, ideas to market, due

to the costs involved behind the

scenes. With a Cloud approach,

these costs can be slashed, leaving

the door open to a wider spread of

new and interesting concepts.”

Leading CAD companies have

already embraced elements of the

framework and are putting them to

work within the automotive industry.

Both PTC and Siemens have

exploited Microsoft’s SharePoint

platform in their PLM offerings –

Windchill and Teamcenter. Both are

looking to expand the impact that

their software has on the rest of the

automotive enterprise by giving other

– not necessarily ‘CAD-native’ –

departments the ability to use and

interact with early design data,

significantly increasing collaboration

and the value of the data within the

enterprise.

Ford and GM are also exponents

of many of Microsoft’s collaboration

platforms to drive inter-departmental

communications, as are many other

leading OEMs. Indeed, Microsoft is

actively working with leading PLM

providers to expand this capability

into many other areas and industries.

Pilot scheme

The problem faced by design

departments when considering

collaboration across The Cloud is 

the sheer size of the CAD files 

being shared, which hinders the

instantaneous nature of the

collaboration ethic. “There is,

however, a way to split files,” Ravi

explains, “into CAD data (heavy) and

structured information (light). This

16 www.automotivedesign.eu.com September/October 2011
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Simplicity and
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The Cloud allows seamless connectivity across differing disciplines

“With this scalable

platform, users 

will no longer see

extensive investment

in new computing

hardware

infrastructure as 

a hindrance to

innovation.” 
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gives the collaborators the ability to

extract specific features, creating

smaller file sizes and therefore faster

data transfer. This is being explored in

a very successful pilot scheme, which

uses our Azure software to handle the

CAD data and SQL Azure for the

structured information. We are reliant

on CAD vendors to exploit this

capability and are working with them

to make it work.”

Another area that will exploit 

The Cloud to its full potential is

telematics,” he adds, citing Toyota as

a great example of this in action.

“Due to local and market demands,

Toyota was developing different

applications (apps) for all of the

markets it served, each requiring

separate data centres and

development procedures and

processes, which ultimately accrued

huge costs. Recognising that this was

a hindrance towards driving global

innovation, it worked with Microsoft

to develop a global platform to drive

its telematics offering across the

World, using The Cloud as the

underlying platform. Since its

introduction, it has also migrated

legacy systems over to Azure.

“As discussed before,” Ravi

continues, “this approach has opened

up a new way of introducing new

services to the market. In many

cases, you don’t know what will work

and what will not. But, with a Cloud

approach, you can scale your offering

up or down, without having to worry

about the hardware investment that

may have hindered your development

efforts in the past.”

Virtual production

He also feels that the automotive

industry could learn a thing or two

from successes in other industries

and is keen to point out the success

Microsoft has had with Boeing.

“Boeing has many cool products, but,

more often than not, the only time

buyers can experience the aircraft is

at a factory, airfield or air show. What

we helped develop was a solution

that used The Cloud, Silverlight with

deep zoom and the Kinect system, an

immensely popular, interactive

peripheral for the XBox 360. 

“  Using these in conjunction with

each other, we were able to create a

virtual experience for the end buyer

that is second only to actually being

in the ‘plane itself. They could move

around, interact and explore the

aircraft, as if they were actually there.

Apply this to the automotive

industry,” he concludes, “and you

have an incredibly powerful virtual

showroom that can be accessed by

anyone from anywhere.”

The Cloud may not be

omnipresent quite yet, but, with the

resources and budget being put

towards its use and exploitation by

the leading software companies, 

you can be sure that it will form a

significant element of company

infrastructure in years to come.

Automotive Design Interview

The Cloud allows inter-departmental input, even on a global basis.
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ust talking about technology

doesn’t cut it any more.

Innovation is occurring at

breakneck speed and advancements

routinely are making what was

considered to be cutting-edge

technology a mere memory of what

once was. 

Consumers expect the best; and

they expect to receive and access

information in the best way possible.

Mobility engineering professionals are

no different and that makes perfect

sense. Mobility engineers are some of

the most innovative and creative

people in the world today. SAE

International understands this and

that’s why the many publications

offered are available in a variety of

technologically advanced formats.

SAE International is aware that

many members and customers want

traditional, hard copy versions of

publications, so hard copy versions of

publications are still available –

magazines, books, technical papers,

and technical standards. But SAE

International’s team of product

specialists has been working over the

past few years to offer several

electronic-based formats for today’s

busy professionals.

Kevin Jost, SAE International’s

editorial director, began this process

in 2006 and accelerated the efforts

last year when all three of the

organisation’s magazines switched to

a predominantly digital-based

production schedule. All of the

magazines are now offered in an

electronic format that allows readers

to save and search information, and

bookmark favourite or important

sections, providing excellent access

to, and use of, all information written

in SAE International’s industry

magazines. The digital format also

offers convenience and portability,

along with many search features.

Magazines aren’t the only

published products getting a

technology makeover. Many of SAE

International’s books are now

available in e-formats that can be

viewed via a personal computer or

hand-held device, such as the

Amazon Kindle, Sony Reader Digital

Book or iPhone. Again, it’s about

customisation, convenience and ease

of use for the readers. SAE

International has also created an

online bookstore and personal storage

capability that goes beyond Apple’s

iBookstore and Amazon’s Kindle

Store, in that all of the most popular 

e-formats are offered for each book. 

SAE International’s full

complement of technical papers and

standards are also available in digital

formats. Michael Thompson, manager

of electronic publishing for SAE

International, says his team is

constantly looking for ways to offer

technical information in more

innovative ways. They work to provide

the most efficiency and ease of use

with all products, with the overall goal

of putting technical information at the

fingertips of mobility engineering

professionals – information that can

help those professionals to do their

jobs better.

SAE International’s entire library of

more than 88,000 technical papers,

dating back to 1906, is available

electronically. In addition, SAE

International recently announced a

newly designed Digital Library that

offers an integrated taxonomy of

industry-specific terms to give SAE

International customers and members

unprecedented access to the more

than 150,000 papers, standards and

related publications. 

It’s important to note, however,

that this migration to electronic-based

formats is not a journey with a defined

end. Technology will continue to

develop, change and evolve. SAE

International understands this fact,

and will continue to seek and develop

the most innovative ways to offer its

programmes, products and services.

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

“All of the

magazines are 

now offered in an

electronic format ”

Walking the
technology walk

J

focus@sae.org

September/October 2011
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I
t’s one of the big events in the

automotive calendar – the IAA

Frankfurt Motor Show – and

everyone exhibiting there is

out to make an impression. 

In some cases this year, a mega

impression. Yet away from the glitz

and glamour of ego-boosting stands

– such as Ford’s partially covered

5,000 sq m extravaganza that,

similar to Audi’s, boasted a test track

that customers could drive cars

around – there was plenty of new

technology on display. Powertrain

development was high on the

agenda and is likely to remain so

with manufacturers for the

foreseeable future. Here, we

highlight some of the leading

technologies on display.

Corona ignition lights the way 

Federal Mogul is claiming up to 

10% fuel savings with its Advanced

Corona Ignition System (ACIS),

according to Kristapher Mixell,

Federal-Mogul’s director, advanced

corona ignition system development,

while allowing manufacturers to run

much higher levels of exhaust gas

recirculation (EGR).

Replacing the conventional spark

plug is a four-pointed star that

transmits a low current 25,000 volt

discharge into the combustion

chamber. Running at 1 MHz, the high

intensity plasma stream excites the

fuel-air molecules into combusting,

unlike a conventional spark plug,

which relies on ignition.

Although Corona technology

patents date back nearly half a

century, its development has been

held back by the lack of advanced

electronic control systems, while the

conventional spark plug was

performing adequately. But, says

Mixell, big “game changers” with

NOx and CO2 demands in the next

five to six years have helped drive its

development.

“The key thing about this is

replacing a 1mm spark plug gap with

a 30-40mm electronic pulse. So,

instead of an intense local thermal

event, we’re using this large area of

ionisation to combust the fuel,” he

explains, adding: “The voltage can

be rapidly varied, as fast as the

computer can tell it to change, and

according to the individual needs of

the combustion chambers.”

With increased levels of EGR,

combined with leaner mixtures and

higher compression ratios, it

becomes increasingly difficult for

conventional spark plugs to ignite

the mixture. “Some high EGR

engines are quite chaotic, and need

to run large turbulence and high

energy level in the coil of 120+

millijoules to light off 25-40% EGR,”

states Mixell. “The problem is that, if

you had to run that energy into a

spark plug for 3-5 milliseconds, it

wouldn’t last long and, secondly,

running high levels of charge motion

reduces fuel efficiency.”

ACIS is currently undergoing

bench testing, which has seen 

10% fuel savings on a 1.6-litre
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POWERING
ASPIRATIONS

Powertrain development is very much at the forefront of manufacturers’

plans, as the 2011 IAA Frankfurt Motor Show clearly demonstrated. Ian

Adcock was there to get a close-up view of the action

Photos courtesy Federal-Mogul Corporation

Federal-Mogul advanced corona

ignition system (ACIS)
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turbocharged direct injection engine

but, says Mixell, it will be another

“three to five years” before it reaches

production.

Electric brake-through

An electrically powered brake

system that can reduce stopping

distance by up to two metres from

100Km/h – and is capable of getting

100bar pressure into the brake

system within 130 milliseconds or

three times faster than a normal

driver – has been released by TRW.

Although its Future Brake System

(FBS) is primarily aimed at electric

and hybrid vehicle applications,

TRW’s director brake systems and

application engineering, Manfred

Mayer, says it would also enhance

active cruise control and collision

mitigation, without driver intervention

in conventionally powered cars, as

well as meeting all the standard

brake and control functions, such as

ABS and electronic stability control. 

To minimise costs, TRW has

scoured its parts bin, using many

components from its EBC460 slip

control family, while the 12v, 800

watt electric motor is derived from

TRW’s electric power steering

system.

Instead of the driver applying

brake pressure via a vacuum

booster, it is done by an electric

motor that moves a piston or plunger

back and forth to create pressure for

the brake system. “To give the driver

the right feeling, with a pause, effort

and deceleration feedback, there’s a

simulator, spring and piston device

that replicates brake feel,” explains

Mayer, adding: “The feedback is

tuneable, according to how the OEM

wants the brakes to feel.”

Although an 800 watt motor is

installed on this model, an ‘A’ class

car would only require 400-500

watts, he says, and that for most of

the time it’s operating at only 50

watts. Customer evaluation is

currently underway, with the first

products expected on the market

within four to five years. 

Twin-cylinder range extenders

Meanwhile, Lotus Engineering and

KSPG AutoMotivePower, formerly

known as Kolbenschmidt Pierburg,

unveiled two very different twin

cylinder range extenders.

While the Lotus offering is a

development of its current three-

cylinder Lotus Fagor Ederlan motor,

KSPG’s – developed in conjunction

with FEV – is a radical, horizontally

mounted Vee-twin, with a vertical

crankshaft linked to a pair of

generators via a geared drive.

The vertical crankshaft requires

only a short construction height, so

the module can be integrated

beneath the floor of a small

passenger vehicle. At Frankfurt, it

was displayed under the rear floor 

of a Fiat 500.

Weighing little more than 60Kgs,

the 799cc four-stroke, with its 80mm

bore and 79.5mm stroke, develops
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30kW and 66Nm, both at

4,500rpm. The engine complies

with Euro6, while a pair of

generators, which help to

compensate the crankshaft

vibrations, each produce 15kW.

As in large capacity V8s, the

camshaft is located within the

vee.

First order inertia masses,

explains Prof Dr-Ing Eduard Köhler,

vp research and technology for

KSPG, are compensated for by

balance weights, with crankshaft

vibrations eliminated by the twin

generators.

“The basic design comes from

both ourselves and FEV; but the

vibration compensation system –

that’s patented by FEV and this is its

first application” he reveals, adding: 

“My feeling is that the automotive

industry doesn’t

really believe in the sub

compact EVs, as they are rather

expensive. 

On the other hand, if you have a

range extender, you can minimise

the battery size to an acceptable 30-

50Kms range, and come down from

16Kwh to 6-8Kwh to

reduce cost and weight.

“I think this package

will work for the next 12

years, but what will come

after 2020-25, no one

knows.”

Twin-cylinder Lotus

Comprising two-thirds of its current

three-cylinder range extender, 

the latest Lotus Fagor Ederlan

development requires 44% less

packaging space and is 14% lighter,

with a height of just 32.7cms. In its

horizontal format, the engine is

barely larger than an airline carry-on

case. Producing 20kW and 66Nm,

the 0.9 litre, two-cylinder operates at

its most efficient engine speed range

of between 1,500-3,500 rpm.

“We wanted to integrate the

engine even more as a self-

contained product, an off-the-shelf

September/October 2011

This sleek-looking centre console stack from Preh features its third-generation black

panel technology. With twin layers of safety glass sandwiching foil, it features touch-

sensitive rotary controls for the air-conditioning system, as well as handwriting and

drawing capability, using either Vision Object or Nuance software.

“With some black panel technologies, at certain angles or with the sunlight at a

particular angle, you will see the symbols

behind the glass like a shadow,”

states Preh’s Wolfgang Küchler,

head of pre-development and

systems. “With our unique know-

how, this is completely black,

with less than 10% transmission,

to give a very homogeneous and high gloss finish.”

While Preh has customers for its black panel

technology, Küchler would only admit that its light pipe

system, which uses LEDs to continuously illuminate the

pipe from both ends, is “near series production”.

Preh also displayed a steering wheel at the show

that uses a lenticular screen, mounted in the spokes

to display two symbols – for instance, telephone

and audio – in the same location. “We switch

between a red and white LED to illuminate the

different symbols that are etched in small lines

on one side of the lens. With 189 lines per inch,

resolution for two symbols is excellent. But, if

we want more than two, the clarity starts to

degrade.”

Currently, the system is in advanced R&D

and three years away from production.

KSPG’s radical, compact
vee-twin range extender

Cover feature
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solution assembled into a single

system with its control system and

electric motor,” comments director

of Lotus Engineering, Mark James,

who says that development of the

original three-cylinder, 50kW range

extender will be completed by the

end of November and that

production of the two-cylinder could

start realistically, in 26 months’ time.

“We’ve always considered these

range extenders as a commodity for

OEMs, like many other components

which don’t affect brand values.”

Delphi push GDI 

Stratified Gasoline Direct Injection

(GDI) can deliver CO2 improvements

of up to 20%, says Delphi’s

engineering director Europe

gasoline, Dr Sebastian Schilling, and

even homogeneous GDI can be 15%

better than a multi-point fuel

injection (MPFI) system. Delphi is

working on both, he reveals, to

assist OEMs achieve Euro6 emission

requirements.

“We’re working on the particulate

numbers for Euro6, but the challenge

for gasoline engines is the

particulate numbers, which are likely

to be the same as for diesels. The

other challenge is CO2; but, with

GDI, OEMs can downsize – still

getting plenty of cooling into the

cylinder, while increasing the

compression ratio – and still use a

turbo. 

Simultaneously, they can move

the operating point to a higher

BMEP, so they end up with a smaller

engine with fewer cylinders and a

lower parts count, reducing frictional

losses and costs.”

Delphi is working on both

strategies with multi-hole Multec12

injectors – between five and seven,

depending on the application.

Schilling says Delphi has paid

particular attention to injector noise

and, by decoupling the armature,

has significantly reduced noise

radiation.

Coking, a particular problem in

Asia with its varying fuel qualities, is

another challenge that Delphi claims

to have overcome by careful design

of the injector holes, using bores and

counter bores to prevent burnt fuel

accumulating around the holes,

which also helps to reduce

particulate levels.

Running at 200 bar, Delphi’s

Multec 20 differs by employing an

outboard opening injector. “The first

of these systems was from Bosch

for a Mercedes-Benz stratified

charge engine, using Piezo

actuators and not a solenoid, as

Delphi does.”

Schilling claims real cost benefits

for its standard solenoid system

over Piezo technology. The

advantage the latter has is that it’s

capable of making half strokes and

is faster than a solenoid. But,

maintains Schilling: “You need to

develop good functions to

compensate for that. We can control

the injector stroke when it’s between

fully opened and closed. 

“That’s very important for Euro6,

because, for every gram you’re

injecting and not coming to the right

ignition point, that can increase

particulates and no one wants a

particulate trap on a car.

“The big advantage with

stratified GDI is that you can inject

the fuel in the same position every

time to achieve a really lean mixture

and fuel atomisation. I think

stratified will dominate in the future.

Daimler is going very strong on that

and others will follow. As for the €90

per gram fine that OEMs could be

liable for, if they exceed the limits –

for that, you can buy a lot of

technologies to make the engine

more efficient.”

Delphi GDi spray stratified injection

Cover feature
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A
dry, permanently

engaged starter, a

latching piston

assembly and mid-lock

variable cam timing

(VCT) highlight next-generation stop-

start solutions that enable automatic

shutdown and restart of an internal

combustion engine to reduce engine

idle time. 

Combining the technologies,

currently in development at

Schaeffler Group on a passenger

vehicle equipped with an automatic

transmission, will net a 4-8% city

cycle fuel economy gain, according

to the company’s engineers. 

With multiple patent applications

for the stop-start components’

packaging and design features,

Schaeffler’s permanently engaged

starter uses a dry, sprag-type one-

way clutch with a much larger

working radius of the inner and outer

rings, compared with a conventional,

oil lubricated one-way clutch. 

“The larger radius reduces the

required forces, which, in turn,

reduces the stress on the clamping

sprags and allows the dry design to

succeed,” says Jeff Hemphill, region

director of technical product

development for Schaeffler Group

USA. 

Drag eliminated

This system’s unique design also

means that a path for oil to reach the

one-way clutch from the engine is

not needed, simplifying the

implementation, according to

Hemphill. Also, there is no drag on

the engine, because additional oil

seals are not required on the axially

compact dry one-way clutch. 

Another feature of Schaeffler’s

stop-start solution is a patents-

pending latching piston assembly

that keeps the transmission in first

gear for engine restart. 

Key components of the assembly

are an over-stroke piston (which

nests on the main piston) to operate

a snap-spring that holds a pop-off

valve in a closed position. This

prevents oil drainage from the

transmission piston. 

“The latching piston helps

provide torque as soon as the engine

is rotating, which occurs in

approximately 400 ms – nearly the

same speed as an electrically driven

pump,” states Hemphill. 

Automatic transmissions need

the engine running to maintain

hydraulic pressure, which is why

existing production stop-start

solutions use electric pumps or large

accumulators. In contrast, the

latching piston assembly requires no

STOP-START  
A low-cost, stop-start

system for automatics

could be on the market

within two years, as 

Kami Buchholz reports
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electric power when the engine is off

to maintain the automatic

transmission’s hydraulic load. 

Schaeffler’s mid-lock VCT

enhances the performance of a stop-

start system. Most conventional

VCTs lock the rotor and stator

together at an end stop – meaning 

a full advanced or a full retarded

position. But an end-stop default

lock position limits the camshaft

timing design strategy, according to

Craig Dupuis, the company’s

product development engineer for

engine components. 

“Because the rotor can be locked

in an intermediate position between

the end stops on a mid-lock VCT,

this intermediate locking position

permits an optimum camshaft timing

setting for reduced cold-start

emissions, as well as reduced NVH

during engine start and at idle

speed,” he explains. A mid-VCT's

locking mechanism uses hydraulic

pressure to effect an unlock. 

“To lock at engine shutdown, the

mid-lock VCT uses a combination of

hydraulic pressure and camshaft

torque to move the camshaft into its

default locked position,” he adds. 

In a typical engine start event,

the oil pressure required to operate a

VCT does not arrive until after engine

ignition occurs, but Schaeffler

engineers have developed a solution

that allows the VCT to unlock and

operate the cam-phaser prior to

ignition. Schaeffler has tested

multiple engines with a prototype

active pressure accumulator installed

within the camshaft. 

Early production

“It is possible that the patents-

pending active pressure accumulator

can be combined with a mid-lock

VCT to enhance the locking and

unlocking function, and allow for

cam phasing in operating conditions

where there is little to no oil

pressure,” says Dupuis. 

According to Hemphill,

Schaeffler’s dry permanently-

engaged starter, the latching piston

assembly, mid-lock VCT and active

pressure accumulator could be

production ready as early as

MY2013. 

“These low-cost, stop-start

solutions will be more beneficial to

vehicles equipped with gasoline

turbocharged direct-injection

engines versus conventional fuel-

injected engines,” he notes.

 BREAKTHROUGH
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W
hen did someone

last run a hot bath

for you as you

headed home from

a hard day in the

office? Maybe never. But, via your

smartphone, you could at least be

able to warm (or cool) the cabin of

your car before you climb into it for

that journey back.

The motor industry’s desire to

create connected cars has already

embraced the smartphone. 

Naturally enough, the first vehicle

manufacturers to implement

smartphone connectivity have used

mobile ‘phone communication for

remote connection to the car and – in

the cases of Mercedes-Benz (with its

mBrace system) and GM (with its

OnStar system) in the US – elected to

make the services subscription

based. So the user pays twice: for

the service and for the data

connection. Reliance on mobile

‘phone technology also means, of

course, that smartphone-to-car

connectivity is lost in locations where

there is no mobile ‘phone coverage.

Delphi’s Gateway Key Fob

technology – as yet unavailable on

any production vehicle, but likely to

make its debut within the next three

years – takes a different tack. Rather

than rely on a mobile ‘phone

connection, it expands the capability

of the existing radio link between key

fob and car that already provides

remote lock/unlock and perhaps

other functionality, too. The

difference with the Gateway Key Fob

is that it also incorporates NFC (near

field communication) and, optionally,

Bluetooth interfaces that allow

connection to a smartphone, tablet

or any other device with the same

interface capability.

In effect, the key fob in Delphi’s

system acts as a range extender for

these short-range ‘phone interfaces.

The connection to the car is

subscription-free – a feature that car

buyers are likely to welcome, if not

car manufacturers who view the

connected car as a revenue stream –

and the non-reliance on the mobile

‘phone network frees the system

from network delays, as well as from

gaps in coverage. “We point out that

this technology is complementary,”

September/October 2011

Right connections
Apps for everything – Keith Howard asks 

if they will ever replace the car key
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says Delphi’s Craig Tieman, “and 

can be used in conjunction with a

connected car. You then have a more

robust system, which will still operate

when either the vehicle or the ‘phone

is outside cellular coverage.”

The ultimate prospect is that 

the smartphone will replace the

conventional car key altogether – a

future envisaged by Continental at

this year’s IAA Frankfurt motor show.

Continental’s technology uses NFC

sensors in the vehicle door and

vehicle cabin: the first opens the

door when the owner’s smartphone

is brought within 5cm (see picture)

and the second allows the car to be

started. If the smartphone is not in

its cradle, then the vehicle cannot be

operated. Neither function depends

on battery charge in the smartphone.

Clearly, this wide variety of

smartphone-based systems

represents new security

vulnerabilities, particularly given

recent press stories about the ease

with which smartphones can be

hacked. But the nature and scope of

those vulnerabilities is not entirely

clear and there’s at least a hint that

the technology is running ahead of a

comprehensive assessment of the

risks. When asked to comment on

the problem, Thatcham Motor

Insurance Repair Centre in the UK,

which sets standards on whole

vehicle security assessments,

replied: “Until a vehicle using the

technology or an aftermarket

product is submitted to Thatcham

for testing, we won’t know its

vulnerabilities.”

There is a general view in the

automotive industry that the hacking

of encrypted communications

between car and smartphone is

unlikely to be a serious vulnerability,

particularly while stealing the key

remains the easiest way of gaining

unauthorised access to a car and

driving it away. By making a

smartphone the actual car key, this

would simply become the target of

theft instead. Although, if the

smartphone-to-car communication

includes, as is often so, a ‘Where is

my car?’ feature – in case the driver

has forgotten where he or she

parked – this would be a ‘car key’

that could direct the thief to his

target. It will, surely, often be easier

to steal a ‘phone while its owner is

away from home than it is to house-

break, in order to steal a key.

Continental’s smartphone access

system, though, claims to be more,

rather than less, secure than a

conventional key. For a start, it

utilises the NFC interface, which 

is so short range as to make

interception of the data exchange

effectively impossible. And it goes

further, in that the digital data key

within the car that permits entry and

operation – and which is also stored

in encrypted form in the ‘phone’s

SIM card – can be changed

remotely. Once this is done, in

response to the owner reporting a

smartphone or car missing, the

stolen smartphone will no longer

allow the car door to be opened or

the engine started.

While this is clearly a scant

deterrent to so-called joyriders,

whose purpose is to make one

irresponsible and probably

destructive journey, it certainly would

be a game-changer for car thieves –

both big time and small time – who

intend to sell the vehicle on.

For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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Electronics

Thatcham Motor Insurance Repair Centre in 

the UK, which sets standards on whole vehicle

security assessments, comments: “Until a

vehicle using the technology or an aftermarket

product is submitted to Thatcham for testing,

we won’t know its vulnerabilities.”
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R
eformulation of paints

and redesign of the

paint shops have led to

reduced emissions and

more efficient operation

at car manufacturers worldwide. But

the paint shop in the newly opened

Volkswagen plant in Chattanooga,

Tennessee, goes further than any

other, employing a primerless

process, combined with an

innovative method for collecting and

recycling overspray. 

The primer-free method has been

proved by Volkswagen in its Mexican

and Spanish plants. The recycling of

paint overspray, however, uses a

new, waterless scrubber called

EcoDry and the Chattanooga

Volkswagen plant, where the Passat

is built, is the first to have it.

In action

The overspray is directed

downwards by the spray-gun

system, where, instead of dropping

into a water filtration system, it

makes contact with a thick cloud of

limestone powder that resembles

talcum powder. The cloud itself is

produced by a pressurised air-spray

system. During vehicle painting,

bursts of compressed air direct the

paint-coated cloud particles onto a

filter. Then, periodically during the

process, air-spray bursts from the

opposite side of the filter to blow off

the painted particles, which are

directed out to a storage container.

The surface cleaning will extend filter

life to an estimated 2-3 years,

according to Bobby Dean Parker,

paint shop manager. 

A truck delivers the fresh

limestone powder, automatically

unloading it into the EcoDry

Scrubber’s dispenser, and, at a 

later time, a truck comes and

automatically retrieves the storage

containers holding the paint-laden

limestone powder. 

No one at the factory touches the

limestone powder before, during or

afterwards. And the paint-coated

particles? They are used as an

ingredient in concrete. 

The paint shop has a highly

efficient spray process, Parker says.

An estimated 82% of the paint goes

onto the car, versus a typical 70%

for other OE plants at which he has

worked. The limestone cloud is more

OVERCOMING
VW’s new US plant employs a

highly innovative paint system,

as Paul Weissler discovers
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than 95% efficient at recovering the

overspray, he adds.

Massive saving 

Water filtration is the long-used

alternative to this new limestone

powder cloud system. However, as

he explains, “although water is an

excellent filter, you have to chemically

treat it to get the paint out. With our

system, we save more than 189,000

litres of water a day – or in excess of

47 million litres a year” (based on 250

days of annual operation). 

The EcoDry Scrubber also

eliminates the need for a system of

pumps to deliver the water and

remove sludge from the water

filtration process. 

The paint shop’s waterless system

(except, of course, for the use of

water-based paint) also has a

rainwater collection system on the

roof. So the shop, in a sense, is a

positive contributor to the water

usage equation. 

The shop ‘recycles’ (filters and

recirculates) up to 90% of its interior

air to maintain temperature efficiently

at 21°C and 65% humidity in an area

of the country that has a relatively

warm, humid climate. The primerless

process saves more than half an hour

in the painting of a car and provides

several advantages for paint shop

operation, states Parker. 

The system starts with a

phosphate electrocoat immersion for

corrosion prevention, and then skips

the primer coat and oven, going

straight to application of a double-

thick base (colourcoat) – between 25

and 30 mm thick. 

This compares with 12-15 mm for

a colourcoat that is preceded by a

primer. The thickest colour coat for

the US Passat is for white. 

The colour-coated body goes

through a dehydration (drying) oven,

which is controlled to 50°C and with

humidity low enough (25%) to

promote drying. 

Next comes the conventional

application of double-thick clear coat,

followed by the Volkswagen process

of hot wax injection to seal cavities. 

The paint shop was the first part

of the plant on which construction

began (in 2009, following site

preparation the year before) and it

was the last to be finished. 

It operates in a zero-dust

atmosphere, with 52 robots and 4.5

kms of conveyor lines. Although the

shop employs 154 employees, no one

normally works in any of the booths.

Each vehicle is inspected for paint

quality by a finesse team, which, if

necessary, can manually correct any

imperfections.

Carbon dioxide reduced

Environmental considerations

obviously were a high priority for the

entire plant and Volkswagen

estimates that the paint process

reduces carbon dioxide emissions by

20%. Exterior lighting for the entire

facility is with LED and the interior

uses various forms of energy-saving

lighting, controlled by motion

sensors, for an overall reduction of

20% in electric energy usage for all

lighting functions. 

A total of 383 robots are deployed

in the plant, which also has a body

shop and assembly lines. The site

also features a testing/engineering

centre and advanced training

academy for employees. 

OVERSPRAY
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F
ord’s fourth derivative of

its EcoBoost engine

programme is a one-litre

three-cylinder, producing

100 or 120PS at

6,000rpm and 170Nm from 1,300 to

4,500rpm, with a transient overboost

capability of 200Nm. If that isn’t

impressive enough, Ford is

predicting sub 120 g/Kms when it

appears in the Focus next year and

below 100 g/Kms in the new B-Max.

Moreover, it achieves that without

a balancer shaft. Ford’s engineers at

Dunton, Essex, have developed an

ingenious and unique alternative to

the heavy, costly and fuel-sapping

balancer shaft that is currently

undergoing patent application.

Powertrain development

manager Andrew Fraser explains

how this radical solution was

achieved: “The front pulley and

flywheel are carefully unbalanced to

provide an offset for most of the

shaking forces, so it’s closer to a

five-cylinder in balance. Not quite 

as mathematically perfect as

Lanchester achieved, but it’s

heading that way. The rest of the

shaking forces are carefully

managed by designing and tuning

the mounting systems and the drive

line to absorb the remaining

vibrations.”

Compact dimensions

While this might be a world-first for

Fraser’s team, it’s not the only

feature of which he is justifiably

proud: “At 286mm front to back, the

block is extremely small; in fact, it’s

shorter than a sheet of A4 paper.”

Key to the compact

dimensions is the

narrow machined

bore bridge

thickness of just

6mm to give

additional cooling in

a key area and

78mm bore

spacing.

A one-litre EcoBoost was

part of Ford’s strategy dating

back to 2000, although the first

running prototypes were a 1.6,

with a cylinder chopped off. This

resulted in too many

compromises, says Fraser,

including a bore/stroke ratio that

was good for naturally aspirated

engines, but not turbos. “The 1.6

has quite a large bore that created a

longer block than we wanted for

packaging demands. Also, you get

more torque from a longer stroke,

which was advantageous in

delivering a more driveable engine at

low torque speeds. With the

increasing output of turbocharged

engines, controlling knock is the key

and making the bore smaller helps to

do that.” The final bore and stroke

figures are 71.9mm and 82mm

respectively, with a 10:1

compression ratio.

In line with Ford’s small diesel

engines, the turbocharger, alternator

and air-conditioning compressor are

all on the front face of the engine,

leaving the rear largely flat for

maximum clearance to absorb

frontal impact, with minimal intrusion

into the passenger cell. As Fraser

points out, it also means that, “if

your hot bits are always at the front,

heat management can be mapped in

broadly the same way for both petrol

and diesel, saving cost”.

The latest embodiment of Ford’s EcoBoost engine

programme is both radical and mightily 

impressive, as Ian Adcock discovers
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The exhaust manifold is cast into the

cylinder head and then feeds into a

single port to the Continental

turbocharger, which runs at a peak

speed of 248,000rpm, 15% higher

than the 1.6. The cylinder head is

split longitudinally, with two

separate cooling systems –

one each for the intake and

exhaust. 

“It’s a fairly novel

system, with two

thermostats: one between

the block and the head and a

conventional one on the

outlet,” Fraser reveals. “During

warm-up, all the coolant

circulates round the hot side of

the engine to keep the exhaust

valves and manifold cool, but also to

give rapid warm-up. We were

conscious that, although customers

don’t like burning fuel on a cold

morning, they do like to warm up as

fast as possible. Until the coolant

reaches 75°C, it circulates through

the hot side of the cylinder head

and then through the heater to

give good cabin warm-up.”

Challenging

Combustion chamber layout

copies the 1.6’s conventional

pent roof design, central

Bosch injector and a 12mm

spark plug, although Fraser

says it was “quite a challenge”

to get the 27.1mm inlet and

23.1mm exhaust valves in

place. Conventional bucket

tappets are used, with only a

marginal increase in frictional

losses, as roller finger followers

would have added bulk.

For the first time, Ford is

using ENA variable cams, in

which the actuator is

packaged largely inside the

camshaft for compactness and rapid

response. The cams themselves are

driven by a belt immersed in oil,

which Ford pioneered on its 1.8

diesel. “We think it’s the best of both

worlds: the longevity of a chain, but

with the quietness and low friction of

a belt,” comments Fraser.

Ford has focused on delivering

peak torque from 1,300rpm: no easy

achievement for a small capacity

engine. But, he states, “because of

the pulse separation from the three

cylinders, we’ve been able to use a

lot more of the scavenging effects at

low speeds, where we’re able to

overlap the cams and get true

scavenging into the turbo”.

As it’s a small engine that’s going

to be driven at high load much of the

time, one of the key challenges was

eliminating any enrichment to remain

at stoichiometric, right up to the

maximum operating point. 

“That’s been very successful,” he

says, “as there’s only a small island

where you have to enrich towards

peak power. This has been enabled

by a very high temperature turbo,

running at 1,030°C. 

“Also, because of the integrated

exhaust manifold and head, there’s a

lot of cooling before the turbo and,

by running through an aluminium

water channel, it means we don’t

have to use as much fuel enrichment

for cooling as on bigger engines.”

In a less sophisticated form, this

new three-cylinder would be an ideal

candidate for a range extender.

Powertrain
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market
“The front pulley 

and flywheel are

carefully unbalanced

to provide an offset

for most of the

shaking forces”
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L
ong gone are the days

when air conditioning was

the preserve of executive

and luxury class cars. It is

now perceived to be

standard equipment on any class of

car, albeit with varying levels of

sophistication: from single to multiple

zones that tailor temperature and

airflow requirements to individual

vehicle occupants.

However, challenges still remain,

not least of which is energy

consumption. At a time when virtually

every vehicle development is being

driven by the need to reduce CO2

emissions, heating ventilation and air

conditioning (HVAC) systems  – and,

in particular, the latter – are coming

under close scrutiny, especially in

small cars. The recently launched

diesel Kia Rio is a case in point. Its

EcoDynamics model achieves 85

g/km, but add air conditioning to the

car and that figure increases to 94

g/km; still well inside the 100 g/km

barrier, but a penalty nevertheless.

Compressor drag

Yet, as Delphi Thermal systems

general director of engineering, Dave

Kauppila, points out: “The biggest

drag is in the compressor. There are

movements towards electric

compressor technology and we’re

developing those, but primarily for

electric vehicle (EVs) and hybrid

applications.”

The implication being that, in such

a price sensitive sector as that in

which the Rio and similar models

compete, those customers would be

unwilling to pay for the additional cost

of an electrically-driven compressor

over a mechanical one, despite the

obvious fuel economy benefits.

At the same time, Kauppila points

out, there are other, less costly,

solutions when it comes to

downsizing HAVC systems.

“Condenser technologies are

shrinking in size, with more efficient

folded tube condensers, in place of

the traditional extruded aluminium

tubes for the refrigerant passages,” he

states. The smallest and lightest are a

new family of 16mm and 12mm, the

latter being unsurpassed at present in

34 www.automotivedesign.eu.com

Shooting the breeze
With the emphasis firmly on lowering CO2 emissions, where does that leave air

conditioning, now to be found within the vast majority of cars?
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the marketplace. The advantages of

folded tube technology is cost and

“more importantly” material longevity.

Key advantages

Small, five-cylinder variable

compressors, with 100-110cc

capacity, are already on the horizon,

with a view to being launched in a

2014 model year product. 

One of the key advantages to

variable compressors is that,

depending on load, it can adjust its

pumping capacity so that, at very 

high temperatures, it will use the

compressor at full capacity, while at

lower ambient temperatures, where

there’s still a need to dehumidify the

air, it will destroke and use less

pumping capacity, thereby reducing

the draw on the engine.

The switch from R134a refrigerant

to HFO-1234yf will have an overall

impact on the ozone, as the former

has a Global Warming Potential in the

region of 1,400, compared to HFO-

1234yf’s four. 

The downside, according to

Kauppila, is the effect it can have on

sealing and lubrication systems –

something that has necessitated the

development of specific lubricants –

and its higher basic cost, due partly

as a result of being restricted to two

suppliers, DuPont and Honeywell.

“Cost will depend on how rapidly they

ramp up production,” he observes.

Dual and four-zone systems are

beginning to make an impact, but only

in high end products, and it does beg

the question as to why the industry

continues to heat or cool the entire

vehicle cabin when there might be

only one occupant, the driver, or

driver, plus front-seat passenger.

Heating or cooling a car that is only

one quarter or 50% occupied is,

patently, a waste of energy. 

Kauppila admits that Delphi is

“developing” spot cooling systems

that effectively duct air specifically to

individuals and there is potential for

“shower effect” air streams through

the roof liner, as seen in last year’s

Visteon’s C-Beyond concept. 

However, the challenge with

visions like this is that they require a

fundamental change in the vehicle’s

architecture and, if the body structure

is also used to duct the air around the

vehicle, it has a potential influence on

non-HVAC issues, such as crash

structures.

Wasted energy

That said, not all changes need 

to involve radical engineering or

structural solutions, as Behr revealed

at the recent Frankfurt motor show.

American consumers tend to prefer

stronger, colder air conditioning,

compared to Europe, explained

Markus Wawzyniak, director of

advanced engineering HVAC, and this

can cause discomfort, especially to

contact lens-wearing occupants.

Behr’s ‘Natural Breeze’ system is

designed to overcome that, without

making significant alterations to the

basic HVAC system and its ducting.

“It’s designed to provide both focused

and diffused airflow from the same

vent. There are some luxury cars that

deliver diffused air, but they require

additional space and parts, and

impact the design. 

“Occupants can have a very

focused airstream onto their body for

quick cool-down and then regulate it

for a gentler draught.”

It’s a breeze

In the spot mode setting, it appears

and feels like a conventional circular

vent. Changing to the ‘Natural Breeze’

mode brings into play a series of

vanes that rotates the airflow, which

then uses its own momentum to

disperse itself, creating a very low

pressure drop design.

“In current cars, you either reduce

the airflow or direct it away from you,”

comments Wawzyniak, “and lose the

high quality of the air. With this, you

could switch off all the other zones

and just activate one, so using the

energy that much more efficiently. We

sense it would appeal to a lot of end

customers, because it’s not going to

be that costly for its effectiveness.”

HVAC developers are taking

incremental steps in improving air

distribution within vehicle cabins,

while minimising power absorption.

But clearly there’s still further scope

for improvement.

September/October 2011

Right: Behr’s Natural Breeze vent 
uses vanes to alter the airflow. 
Airflow distribution from the centre
stack in some cars can be directional
(below) or diffused (above, left). 

Below left: with small cars, such as 
the Kia Rio, fuel efficiency may be
penalised by air-conditioning.

HVAC
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T
he European truck

industry is coming under

immense pressure to

comply with stringent new

emission regulations by

2013 and, as a corollary of that, show

marked improvements in fuel

consumption.

At a time when car manufacturers

are regularly launching products that

produce less than 90 g/Kms and

consume only 3.2l/kms, it still seems

that the heavy goods vehicle sector

is only tinkering at the edges of

improving its environmental footprint.

Internal losses make up the biggest

contributors towards waste, with

something like only a third of the fuel

consumed actually translated into

useful energy at the wheels.

Long-term benefits

While these issues are being

addressed, it could be argued that

the HGV sector ought to be taking 

a leaf out of the car manufacturers’

books by minimising weight and

reducing aerodynamic drag. Weight

reduction through lighter materials,

such as exotic steels, aluminium and

carbon fibres, is costly enough in

production cars and restricts

potential applications in bigger

haulage vehicles. But improvements

in aerodynamics is a relatively

inexpensive exercise that has long-

term benefits all round.

The UK’s MIRA calculated that a

vehicle covering 160,000Kms a year

at 35l/100Kms would consume some

58,000 litres of fuel and that

aerodynamic improvements could

garner some 6-12% in lower fuel

consumption over long-haul routes,

compared to a similar vehicle with no

aerodynamic add-ons.

Richard Owens of Don-Bur

Trailers says that initial trials of its

Teardrop trailer resulted in 10.14%

fuel savings, but, when track tested

at a constant speed, that could more

than double to 25%. “Based on the

fact that a normal tractor will

consume 35l/100Kms and they do at

least 100,000Kms a years, it’s a big

saving when fuel is something like

50% of the operational cost. If you

can save 10% on fuel, that’s 5% on

the bottom line.”

Different strategies

MIRA and Don-Bur have taken

different routes to achieving fuel

savings. The latter has concentrated

more on the trailer design,

maintaining that the Teardrop gives a

better cost-versus-benefit than add-

on items, such as diffusers. By

altering the roof shape, it has

managed to maintain the laminar

airflow over the front roof section,

while, as a result of the Teardrop

shape, its Cd value was reduced by

40%, claims Owens – adding that

blanking off the gap between the

tractor unit and the trailer would

reduce air spillage and turbulence

even further. 

The challenge to be faced here is

meeting the 2040 swing radius. “You

can’t assume it’s a ball and socket

joint, because of the way the trailer

unit articulates. It’s actually side

shifting away from the front

bulkhead, rather than rotating around

a point that’s on the front bulkhead.”

Don-Bur has investigated rubber

How geared up is the HGV sector to follow the lead of the car manufacturers by

driving down weight and reducing aerodynamic drag? Automotive Design reports
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Wind cheaters and 
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the HGV
gaiters, but, because of the manner

in which the trailer articulates “quite

severely”, that gaiter needs to stretch

two to three metres, which becomes

“impractical”.

In the longer term, Don-Bur is

investigating vortex generators to 

get the airflow back down to the

bodywork from the tractor unit and

has even looked at separate airflow

generators to inject high pressure air,

but dismissed that on cost grounds. 

For the past decade, Don-Bur has

been working on a solution where the

tractor unit plugs into the front of the

trailer unit and articulates around a

turntable under the cab to eliminate

the gap, but such a radical solution is

“years away”, says Owens.

Improving aerodynamics

A major challenge for improving the

truck’s aerodynamic efficiency is

maintaining the trailer’s storage

capacity and rear aperture. To this

end, MIRA’s team, led by senior

aerodynamicist Gianluca Orso Fiet,

have tackled the whole vehicle,

although, in fairness to Don-Bur, they

produce aerodynamic add-ons as

well. In its approach, MIRA modified

both the side and roof fairings,

reducing the gap between the trailer

and cab unit by 280mm. Underfloor

panelling on both units encloses the

suspension and axles, while side

skirts help to channel the air down

the underside.

The main difference between the

two approaches is MIRA’s preference

for ‘boat tailing’ that reduces wake,

while increasing pressure, as a result

of which there’s less suction on the

back face of the trailer. Vertical

strakes on the rear edge of the trailer,

complemented by vortex generators

running down the sides, help to keep

the air attached. “The resulting

reduction in Cd is just short of 30%,”

states Orso Fiet. “We went from well

above 0.6 to below 0.5; that level of

order of change.”

An additional benefit was a 25%

reduction in yaw rates, increasing rig

stability in strong side winds. With

their block of flat bluff fronts, it

seems to the casual observer that

trucks are ignoring the benefits that

improved aerodynamics could

deliver. “We’ve done some studies to

modify the shape radically, so it looks

more like a train; more streamlined.

The challenge is that, when you have

a really streamlined cab, you get a lot

more drag from the trailer. 

Trade-off

It’s a trade-off between the cab’s

drag and the trailers, Orso Fiet

comments, adding: “The recent

increase in fuel price has made

people sit up and take notice of

improved aerodynamics. That’s

something you get for free when you

have a good shape. 

“It doesn’t cost anything, once

you’ve done the development.

There’s an initial cost, but that’s all.

Then you get the savings.”

In 1983, Audi’s wind-cheating 

100 model, with its 0.3 Cd, set the

pace for the development of

aerodynamically efficient cars. The

question is: will the truck industry

have a similar epiphany?

For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

MIRA’s Gianluca

Orso Fiet:

“Aerodynamics...

doesn’t cost

anything, once

you’ve done the

development.”
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Despite the impact on payload, truck manufacturers must find ways of providing

zero emissions transport for urban distribution. John Kendall reports

Cool running

A
lthough a number of

truck producers offer

diesel-electric hybrid

models for urban

distribution, the weight

penalties of hybrid drivetrains make

a significant impact on payload,

which, combined with high cost, are

likely to mean limited take-up by

vehicle operators. 

That said, the growing use of low

emissions zones in European cities

means that truck manufacturers

must find ways of providing zero

emissions transport, where required.

DAF, for instance, is researching an

extended range parallel hybrid

vehicle, based on its current low

volume hybrid LF, using a 75kW

motor/generator, in place of a 44kW

system – “mainly to recapture more

energy during braking”, explains

product marketing manager Phil

Moon. Battery capacity would also

be increased from 2.0kWh to 14kWh.

“The aim is to give around a 10km

battery-driven range,” says Moon.

Such a development would mean

that mechanically driven ancillary

equipment, such as the air

compressor, would need to be 

driven electrically.

Ultimately, hybrid commercial

vehicle applications are limited and

this has encouraged other ways of

reducing CV energy consumption. 

Federal Mogul has been looking

at ways to reduce internal friction in

engines. Mechanical components

account for between 6-9% of the

frictional losses. “The two largest

components of that, probably two-

thirds, is the pistons and the rings,”

says Keri Westbrooke, director

product technology, heavy duty,

powertrain systems at Federal

Mogul’s Plymouth, Michigan

Research Centre. 

Much of the friction is caused by

the oil ring, designed to minimise oil

bypass in the bores, as emissions

limits have tightened. 

Federal Mogul’s solution has

been its LKZ oil rings, which are

claimed to reduce oil consumption

by up to 50% and friction by up to

15%, compared with conventional

two-piece oil rings. The LKZ ring

combines a stepped surface and

taper on the contacting edge, which

reduces friction on the upstroke.

Recognising the limitations of

hybridisation for heavy trucks,

Ricardo recently announced that 

it has won funding from the UK

Technology Strategy Board to

research split cycle engines, in

conjunction with Brighton University

in the UK. 

The principle, which separates

the induction and compression

strokes that take place in one

cylinder from the power and exhaust

strokes that take place in another,

can yield significant efficiency gains. 

The CoolR project is claimed to

examine a fundamentally new split

cycle combustion concept, using

cryogen injection, in which liquid

nitrogen is injected into the engine

on the compression stroke. Clearly,

HGVs still have a way to go.

HGV hybrids are still a rarity

www.automotivedesign.eu.com           39
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The arrival of Euro 6 legislation will have serious implications 

for exhaust after-treatment, says John Kendall

6’s 

T
he coming Euro 6

legislation for trucks and

buses brings with it

reductions in emissions of

oxides of nitrogen (NOx)

by 80% and particulate matter (PM)

by 66%, compared with Euro 5,

together with the introduction of a

particle number limit.

Up until now, some manufacturers,

notably amongst them Scania, MAN

and a number of North American

truck manufacturers, have produced

some engines that rely completely on

exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) to

effect compliance. EGR limits NOx

formation in cylinder and uses a

diesel particulate filter to reduce

particulate matter (PM) – and can do

so without an exhaust additive.

By contrast, selective catalytic

reduction (SCR) is an alternative

strategy, whereby PM formation is

limited in cylinder and NOx is treated

by catalytic reduction, using an

aqueous urea additive, known as

AdBlue in Europe and Diesel Exhaust

Fluid in North America, injected into

the exhaust flow upstream of the

catalyst. Most European truck makers

have favoured SCR technology,

because fuel consumption is

inherently lower than with EGR, but it

requires the AdBlue reservoir to be

topped up when the vehicle is

refuelled. 

The required additional cooling

capacity for EGR to be effective at

Euro 6, plus the attendant fuel

consumption penalty, means that

most manufacturers will move away

from EGR as a standalone emissions

control strategy. Few manufacturers

have yet stated their chosen

technology, but Scania has already

announced two Euro 6 engines, both

using a combination of EGR and

SCR, with an expected on-cost of

€12,000 per vehicle, compared with

Euro 5-compliant models. 

By using a combination of the two

technologies, the urea dosing rate

can be reduced, compared with Euro

5 – which equates to around 6% of

fuel consumption. Mercedes-Benz

has announced similar technology for

its new Euro 6 engines.

By contrast, Iveco has stated that

it will use SCR alone to control Euro 6

emissions, with an attendant increase

in urea dosage. As Martin Flach,

product director at Iveco UK,

explains: “If you can dimension the

SCR system to achieve the required

95% level of NOx conversion, you

can avoid the efficiency losses that

EGR would give you.” Even so, to

reach Euro 6 emissions levels, a

particulate trap will still be required.

The higher AdBlue dosage for

Euro 6 SCR systems, and the

introduction of an ammonia limit with

it, highlights the need for tighter

control of ammonia in the exhaust

and Delphi will produce a new

ammonia sensor for SCR systems,

allowing a firmer grip over AdBlue

dosage from 2012. The company has

already produced a new SCR dosing

system for cars and light CVs.

Euro
burning issues

Alternative thinking

A broad range of alternative fuels is

under consideration from a number of

manufacturers. This includes ethanol as

a diesel fuel, dimethyl ether (DME) – a

fuel that can be readily used in diesel

engines and produced from renewable

sources containing no sulphur – and

natural gas, in both compressed and

liquefied forms. Volvo Trucks is

continuing trials on a number of

alternatives, including DME, produced

from wood pulp. 

A number of manufacturers,

including Volvo and Iveco, have

discussed methane, mixed with air and

injected with conventional diesel fuel.

Volvo has begun production of such an

engine, fuelled with liquefied methane

and diesel, and burning up to 75%

methane. The advantage is a reduction

in carbon dioxide emissions of up to

80%, compared with conventional

diesel.
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The
Paul Meeson, Stadco’s

advanced engineering

director, talks with Ian

Adcock about the

revolution in body

assembly that will drive

down vehicle weight and

manufacturing costs
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Question time
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I
n these financially straitened

times, costs are an even

bigger part of the

manufacturing equation than

they have ever been:

materials, manufacturing, research

and development, and, ultimately,

the cost to the consumer.

“Stadco wants to offer its

customers the lowest investment

solution,” states its advanced

engineering director Paul Meeson. 

And he is quick to point out that 

the company’s philosophy of

‘collaborative r&d’, whereby it works

closely with material suppliers to

help develop new steels and alloys

that can be readily formed and

joined, is paying dividends. “We

don’t develop new materials and

they don’t have our experience in

using them. Working together, we end

up with a better result and, in some

ways, Stadco is a test bed for them.”

Meeson suggests that the future

usage of steel will reduce slightly,

with the amount of aluminium

increasing “significantly” so, in 

5-6 years, aluminium parts will

account for up to 80% of Stadco’s

production, against today’s 15%.

And though most of the usage will

be in the premium segment, he says

Ford is “seriously” looking at

aluminium closures to save weight,

and that hybrids and electrical

vehicles (EVs) will use more

aluminium, regardless of who makes

them.

Using aluminium is a more

complex manufacturing process,

involving a greater number of

components, which then have to 

be assembled, slowing down

manufacturing and increasing costs.

Also, there’s the challenge of forming

parts with similar design cues, such

as tight radius swage lines (as steel),

since aluminium tears easily.

In conjunction with Jaguar Land

Rover, Stadco, for the past 18

months, has been developing a new

process that Meeson describes as

Warm Aluminium Forming

Technology or WAFT. In this process,

aluminium, or magnesium, blanks

are heated to 300°C before being

formed, allowing the line to run at

the same press speed as for cold

forming. “A pilot facility will be up

and running next year and, if it’s

successful, production could start 

12 months thereafter,” he reveals,

adding: “That will open up quite a

large market and reduce the cost of

making aluminium parts with more

features and sharper swage lines, for

instance.” According to Meeson,

WAFT is both cheaper and quicker

than superforming. Stadco is

working on developing lighter tool

sets as well. “OEMs struggle to have

different standards for different

volumes; they tend to apply one

standard globally and, because of

that, the tools tend to be over-

engineered – whereas we tailor the

standard to suit the volume and that

way we can be more cost effective.”

By smart tool design and

reducing mass, using FEA and lower

grade steels, Stadco has been able

to reduce first-generation tools from

126 tonnes to 69, as well as cutting

the total by one to four, resulting in

less energy consumption and lower

tooling costs. “There’s a tendency

for OEMs to have a conservative

setting, so it can make 500,000 parts

a year for several years, even if the

vehicle is only a tenth of that volume.

We tailor the tool standards to the

production runs.”

Remote Fibre Laser Welding

(RFLW) can be seen as the third

strand in Stadco’s strategy to

improve efficiency and reduce costs.

Using a Comau robot with an IPG

Photonics 4kW laser, the laser is

amplified and focused, using fibre

optics, and delivered to the robot

down fibre leads. Stadco claims the

system is six times faster than spot

welding and 10 times faster than

riveting aluminium. “If we could

deploy laser welding at Saarlouis

[Ford Focus’s assembly plant], we

could halve the size of the factory,

use 8% fewer robots and 25% less

tooling. That’s the potential of RFLW.

“On a cost per joint basis, it’s

34% less expensive than spot

welding and 78% less expensive

than riveting,” declares Meeson,

before adding: “Currently, we’re

inhibited by materials, but suppliers

are working on new alloys that

should allow remote laser welding in

the next five years.”

Fatigue lowered

The critical aspect is fitting up parts

and maintaining a 0.1mm gap, which

is beyond the capability of stamping,

he explains. However, Stadco is

developing solutions to this, such as

nibbing the parts, so that they are

pre-lasered to form a single

component. “You get less distortion

around the weld as well, so that

reduces fatigue.” It seems Stadco is

well placed to deliver innovative

manufacturing solutions, both in the

UK and farther afield.

weighting game

“Stadco wants to offer

its customers the lowest

investment solution”
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AVL provides fully integrated systems built on the basis 

of AVL‘s interactive competencies. For years, well-

known manufacturers have trusted in AVL’s individual, 

independent and highly innovative transmission solu-

tions. Efficient testing and simulation tools, combined 

with extensive engineering experience and skills drive 

our advanced solutions.

s� �/VERALL�POWERTRAIN�KNOWHOW�ENSURES� 

seamless integration of transmissions

s� �&AST��INDEPENDENT�AND�CONlDENTIAL�PROJECT� 

execution – well established over the world

s� �3UPPORT�OF�YOUR�IDEAS�FROM�THE�lRST�SKETCH� 

to the high volume productions

www.avl.com/transmission

AVL TRANSMISSIONS. 

DESIGNING THE PARTS TOGETHER.
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T
he European automotive

industry has its mind

firmly focused on two

dates – 2015 and 2020 –

and is nervously eyeing

the years beyond the end of this

decade. And here is why.

In 2009, the average new

passenger car in Europe emitted 146

grams of CO2 per kilometre. By 2015,

the EU commission has mandated

that this figure should come down 

to 130 grams and an even more

demanding 95 grams in nine years’

time, namely 2020.

Worrying times

If that has already got the industry

worried, then 70 grams per kilometre

for the average new vehicle in 2025,

now under discussion, is going to

prove an extremely taxing target.

Translated into what that means 

for average driving consumption, 

it equates roughly to a mean

consumption of 3l/100Kms (94mpg)

for petrol and 2.6/100Kms

(108.6mpg) for diesel-powered cars.

Working on current fuel prices

and typical annual European

mileages, a comparison of the fuel

costs for the average car in 2010,

compared to its 2020 descendent,

shows fuel cost savings over

three years of between

€1,000 and €1,500.

These figures,

produced by Bosch, suggest

that the driver’s operating

costs could very likely be

sufficiently reduced to pay for

the additional technology that

will be demanded in 2020 to achieve

the required CO2 levels. Assuming

an average vehicle service life of

12 years, that equates to fuel

savings of between €4,000 and

€6,000, if the vehicle is kept in

tip-top condition, and CO2

savings of between six and 11

metric tons.

All very laudable, but how are

these targets going to be achieved?

Downsizing engines is one obvious

route manufacturers are already

exploring; lighter vehicles that require

smaller componentry (but here we

have the conundrum of additional

safety structures that often add,

rather than subtract, mass); and

improved aerodynamics and low

rolling resistance tyres that help to

eke out a few more grams per

kilometre.

And then there is the drivetrain –

the technology and systems that

transmit the power from the engine

to the road. 

Many engineers now consider 

the transmission, prop shaft(s) and

differential(s) to be one holistic entity

that has to work in unison to deliver

the fuel and CO2 savings that

legislators are demanding or

envisaging.

Getrag transmissions, shown here,
offer fuel-saving gains.
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The 9th International CTI Symposium

and Exhibition, from 30 November 

to 2 December, held in Berlin and

going under the title of ‘Innovative

Automotive Transmissions, Hybrid

and Electric Drivetrains’, is, therefore,

the ideal location to interact with the

major players developing solutions

that will see the automotive sector

achieve its emissions targets.

In 10 technical forums, some 

50 companies from the automobile

industry will present new concepts

for the various forms of drivetrain. 

As part of the plenary event, Rolf

Najork (Getrag), Dr Manfred Klüting

(BMW AG), Dr Tim Leverton (TATA

Motors Ltd.) and Kazutoshi Noma

(Jatco Ltd) will discuss how much 

the car of the future will need

transmission, engine and battery. 

Dr Gerd Bofinger of Porsche AG

will talk about the significance of 

all-wheel drive systems for high-

performance vehicles.

Four sessions will be held,

covering: transmission concepts;

alternative fuel vehicles, concepts,

transmissions and components;

acoustics and the optimal

coordination, management and

control of engine, transmission, and

particularly the drivetrain and

alternative fuels.

The exhibitors encompass all

aspects of the drivetrain: from

lubricant and chemical experts, such

as Afton Chemical, through to Castrol

and Shell Lubricants, which play a

vital role in reducing frictional losses.

Low-hanging fruit

All the low-hanging fruit to meet

future emission regulations, such as

engine downsizing and Europe’s

aggressive move towards diesels,

has been taken. If OEMs want to

achieve the demand of 2020’s 95

g/Kms, then they are going to have

to consider radical solutions,

including adopting some novel

lubricants, says Shell: “There’s a

need for lubricants to change, in

order to reduce friction and preserve

compatibility with evolving engines.”

An area coming increasingly

under the spotlight is the growing

number of ratios that transmission

suppliers, especially automatics, are

offering. Whereas five was once

almost an exception, six is now the

norm – and even seven, eight, and

nine are not uncommon – with the

wide spread of ratios allowing

downsized engines to operate at

peak efficiencies, while also

delivering economical high-speed

cruising. Torotrak, ZF, Getrag, Zero

Shift, Ricardo, Oerlikon Graziano,

Jatco and Drive System Design, for

example, offer their own technologies

to maximise how best to harvest

such efficiencies, from vehicles

ranging from urban runabouts to

mega performance cars.

Much of the advances being

made today are down to innovative

materials from such as DuPont

Vespel or Höganäs, and precision

manufacturing tools by Leifeld Metal

Spinning. Combine that with advances

in mechatronics and those targets 

14 years hence really don’t look so

unattainable after all.

September/October 2011

Oerlikon Graziano worked with
Lamborghini on its latest automated
manual.
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PLUG-IN  HEV
POWERTRAIN

Drivetrain Innovations BV
Croy 46
5653 LD Eindhoven
The Netherlands
tel. +31 40 2931082
fax +31 40 2932885
info    dtinnovations.nl 
www.dtinnovations.nl  

Drivetrain Innovations develops  cost-effective 
and fuel saving  transmission solutions.

Attributes:      
- pure EV mode

- parallel hybrid mode

- powersplit hybrid mode

- pure ICE mode

- range extending capabilities

- 2speed powershift in EV mode

Components:
- single e-motor

- single dry clutch

- planetary drive

- 2 shaft design

- 1, V2 or V3 cylinder VCR engine

@
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DTI’s new versatile 
plug-in HEV Powertrain
After various historic attempts to launch electric mobility, the current global wave 

of automobile electrification is touching fixed grounds within the industry and market

A
fter various historic attempts to

launch electric mobility, automotive

electrification is finally taking hold.

However, pure electric vehicles will not

be sufficient to fulfil all demands and

requirements for mobility as we currently

know it. The most important problem in

this respect is the range of electric

vehicles, which is at least five times

shorter than ICE driving range, while the

battery recharge takes 5 to 200 times

longer than refilling a petrol tank. So pure

electric vehicles may not possess main

stream capabilities yet, but they do fill up

some interesting niches.

In order to guarantee the greater

success and penetration of (longer range)

electric vehicles as a mainstream product

in the future, smart blends of traditional

and electric propulsion are mandatory

today. Such blends are required to avoid

the range anxiety of limited-range electric

vehicles – in effect, an internal combustion

engine operating as a range extender that

takes over to circumvent entire battery

depletion and substantially extend the

driving range. Shorter battery recharge

times, in combination with higher battery

energy densities, will be the major theme

of improvements for decades to come

and, as this happens, the role of the range

extender will get smaller and might even

be replaced entirely by another clean

power source, such as hydrogen fuel cells

or hydrogen-powered engines.

At DTI, we concentrate on smart,

compact and cost-effective solutions for

plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)

powertrains. The solutions feature a multi-

power mode structure where shiftable

transmission components play a crucial

role. Our aim is to minimise the complexity

and number of (expensive) components,

such as electric motors and gear sets.

One of the configurations actually consists

of a single e-machine (30-40kW), a two-

speed shiftable planetary gear set and

some fixed gears. Furthermore, we adopt

an ultra-compact V2 cylinder engine (50-

60kW) with variable compression ratio

(VCR), so as to enable high combustion

power at minimal displacement volume.

An image of this powertrain is shown on the

opposite page. This simple, but effective,

powertrain enables five operation modes:

• Two (power-shiftable) speed ratios in

pure EV mode (for efficiency maximisation,

see above)

• One speed ratio in pure ICE

mode (for highway mode)

• One parallel hybrid mode (for

power reserve in highway mode)

• One powersplit hybrid mode

(for mode transitions or ‘CVT’

driving)

These five mode transitions

are sufficient to enable both

pure EV driving, as well as ultra-

efficient ICE driving and smart

combinations thereof. The ICE is

only operated at higher vehicle speeds

and usually in a quasi-static way, as of the

single ratio highway mode. This means

that engine speeds are changing, with no

faster rate than the vehicle speed itself. 

Higher ICE speeds and low dynamics

enable a very effective exploitation of

variable compression ratio techniques,

such as those from Gomecsys (see

Automotive Design, May/June issue, 

page 22). Occasional deficits of ICE

torque response (if required at vehicle

accelerations, for example) are

compensated for by electric motor boost,

until sufficient vehicle speed has been

regained and engine power is sufficient to

overcome driving resistance. In effect, the

overall agility of the PHEV is

primarily delivered by the

electric power domain,

whereas the ICE delivers

sufficient driving range. In

case of low battery charge

and low-speed driving,

occasionally the ‘CVT’ driving

mode needs to be enabled. In

this instance, the V2 engine

can be kept at a relatively

high speed, while vehicle and

e-motor are at lower speed. Fuel is then

used to propel the vehicle, while extra ICE

power is delivered to keep the battery

charge up. The amount of battery charging

depends on the energy planning and the

(low speed) driving conditions. 

It is by innovations such as this that

DTI hopes to make hybrid electric vehicles

more and more mainstream.
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Variable 
compression 
ratio reborn

�CFD combustion
analysis

� Lighting the way

� Exhaust materials

�SAE Review
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Warranty claims are an untapped sour
ce of data

that can be fed back th
rough the

manufacturers and supp
ly chain

to designers and engin
eers.

60 second interview

G
reater reliability, with reduced costs for vehicle

manufacturers and component suppliers are achievable

without massive investment, says Tim Davis, who has been

analysing breakdowns and quality in the car industry for more

than a quarter of a century.

He is passionate about statistics and analysis, using data

to discover where any weaknesses lie and how they could be removed

before a vehicle or component even goes into production,

effectively designing and engineering-out problems before manufacture.

Warranty claims give feedback on actual failures, but they can contain much more

useful data, if the correct analysis is carried out and this information is passed back

to engineers and designers throughout the supply chain.

Just such careful analysis is now day-to-day work for We Predict, started by

former City of London insurance industry actuary James Davies, who developed the idea

of applying established actuarial techniques to automotive OEM warranty prediction and

who met Tim Davis when he was with JLR.

Davis is an advisor to We Predict, which over two years has been monitoring five

million new vehicles and adds over 700,000 annually to its

patented Indico analytics programme, capable of collating

and monitoring enormous amounts of vehicle, service and

warranty data in real time to identify current and future

liability and failure rates around the world.

“You can get all sorts of insights from the warranty

claims,” says Davis. “They contain details of mileage, but

you can also look at where th
e vehicles have been used, how

they have been driven in particular environments, their service history, work done 

on them and what has been replaced either routinely or for other reasons.”

He comments that such detailed analysis could indicate if there were pro
blems

with particular components, the way they were originally fitted or replaced, if the

service was correctly done, if the appropriate
 material was originally specified and

whether or not there was a flaw in
 the design, which created the likelihood 

of failure in

future. Theoretical situations could also be developed, based on data to predict events

with regard to claims.

“In my experience, 70% of quality problems are not a direct result of the way a

car is built, but in the way the parts are design
ed and, with 3,000 components in a

typical vehicle, that is a big pote
ntial problem waiting to happen.”

“You can get all

sorts of insights

from the warranty

claims.” 

September/October 2011

Tim Davis is a Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society and

senior member of the American Society for Quality and an

honorary professor at Bradford and Warwick universities. 
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